
How to mix business with pleasure ? 
Ninki-UP stands are unique by their 
design and their characteristics. They 
become decorative objects that you will 
use everyday, like a fashion accessory 
that you pick to fit your style and perso-
nality. A range of 5 original designs are 
available. 

Ninki-UP stands allows a truly pleasant 
and comfortable user experience with all 
digital tablets. Enjoy a perfect view angle 
and use your free hands to write, draw, 
play, in every position and everywhere, 
on your lap, on a bed, a couch, a desk or 
a table.
  
You will never use your stand the same 
way...
Thanks to its two articulated legs and 
nonslip feet, this stand is extremely 
stable, even on a bumpy or cluttered 
surface.

Just adjust the articulated legs to choose 
the view angle you want. Once positio-
ned, the stand keeps its stability and 
rigidity to allow you to have both hands 
free and to use the entire surface of the 
screen.

Thanks to its versatility and ingenuity, 
Ninki-UP stands can be used in every 
room of the house as well as in the office.
Even without a tablet, you will be 
surprised by the different possibilities 
of use they offer as well as their remar-
kable design. 

They are made of an acrylic plaque that is 
cut and and shaped, which gives them a 
unique and classy design, unlike the 
usual moulding techniques which result 
in the showing of mould junctures and 
other imperfections. The acrylic is clear 
like the crystal but lighter and unbrea-
kable.

Ninki-UP is specialized in the creation of stands for tablets and iPad. 
Our philosophy is to conceive stands that are cleverly designed, versatile 

and truly comfortable to use. With a range of original designs, 
our stands are practical and beautiful.
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Contact & last news

View video : 
http://youtu.be/WLw1khT9jTs?hd=1

Web : http://www.ninki-up.com E-mail : contact@ninki-up.com

Facebook : http://www.facebook.com/ninkiup Twitter : https://twitter.com/ninkiup

Google+ : http://gplus.to/ninkiupLinkedin : http://www.linkedin.com/company/ninki-up



Site :
http://www.ninki-up.com

E-mail : 
contact@ninki-up.com
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